
 

 
 

 

Role  Role description  

Crossing point 

manager/Catering 

Assistant 

Ensuring that all crossing points are manned and providing relief for comfort breaks. 

Responsible of the briefing before every shift. Also helping with the delivery of packed 

lunches to volunteers during the day in the Volunteers Tent. 

Spectator Crossing 

Points 

Manning any designated public crossing points, allowing the public to cross safely where 

horses or vehicles may also be crossing in the main event site to minimise disruption to 

the sport and the running of the event.  You will be provided with a hi-viz jacket. You can 

have your own chair to rest your legs during the shift. Your contact person is the Crossing 

Point Manager who will be in the Volunteer Tent. 

XC Crossing Points Manning any designated public crossing points on the cross-country course allowing the 

public to cross safely where horses or vehicles may also be crossing. You will be provided 

with a hi-viz jacket and a whistle.  You can have your own chair to rest your legs during 

the shift. During the cross country phase, your contact person will be the closest fence 

judge who will have a radio to communicate with the Volunteer Tent. 

Secretaries (Information 

Tent) 

Situated in the main information tent - you will be required to answer questions from the 

general public, sell programmes and other secretarial jobs that arise.  Your main contact 

will be Lorna Muirhead. 

Office Runner To help photocopy, print and deliver paperwork around the event site.  You will also help 

in delivering all the starting lists and results to the Volunteer Tent. Your main contact will 

be Lorna Muirhead. 

Trot Up Set up and clear away trot up as well as help the stewards.  Your main contact will be the 

FEI Steward in charge. 

Arena Party To assist judges and stewards with the smooth running of their specific arena -including 

pole picking and the moving of any fences or crowd barriers.  Your main contact will be 

the Course Builder and the Steward in charge of the Arena where you are helping. 

Collecting Ring 

Stewards 

To assist the Chief Steward with the smooth running of their designated arena making 

sure riders keep to their allotted timings. Your main contact will be the Steward in charge 

of the Collecting Ring. 

Lorry Parkers Help to park and check all the lorries coming onto the event site ensuring that they have 

the relevant passes. Your main contact will be Graham Parton. 

Bun Runner Help with the distribution of tea, coffee and refreshments for officials and volunteers 

around the cross-country course on the Saturday and Sunday.  

Photographers  Take pictures of the event site and assist the official event photographers. Your main 

contact is Press Officer Hilary Manners who will be in the Media Tent. 

Volunteer Assistants 

(Volunteer Tent) 

Assist the volunteer co-ordinator by checking volunteer points and helping with the sign 

in and registration.  

Catering Assistant Help deliver the packed lunches to volunteers around the site. 

Floating Volunteer Floating Volunteer means that for that day all the shifts are already covered. As it will 
happen that some volunteers won’t show up for their shift it will be very much 
appreciated if you can come to the Volunteer Tent if you are available and check if your 
help is required. 


